A regression methodology is introduced that obtains competitive, robust, efficient, high breakdown regression parameter estimates as well as providing an informative summary regarding possible multiple outlier structure. The proposed method blends a cluster analysis phase with a controlled bounded influence regression phase, thereby referred to as cluster-based bounded influence regression, or CBI. Representing the data space via a special set of anchor points, a collection of point-addition OLS regression estimators forms the basis of a metric used in defining the similarity between any two observations. Cluster analysis then yields a main cluster "half-set" of observations, with the remaining observations comprising one or more minor clusters. An initial regression estimator arises from the main cluster, with a group-additive DFFITS argument used to carefully activate the minor clusters through a bounded influence regression frame work. CBI achieves a 50% breakdown point, is regression equivariant, scale and affine equivariant and distributionally is asymptotically normal. Case studies and Monte Carlo results demonstrate the performance advantage of CBI over other popular robust regression procedures regarding coefficient stability, scale estimation and standard errors. The dendrogram of the clustering process and the weight plot are graphical displays available for multivariate outlier detection. Overall, the proposed methodology represents advancement in the field of robust regression, offering a distinct philosophical view point towards data analysis and the marriage of estimation with diagnostic summary.
Introduction
The detection of observations not conforming to a given statistical model is a common goal of the data analyst. Many methods have been proposed to aid in the detection of such nonconforming observations or "outliers". For example, in a recent paper by Fan et al. 1 , a hierarchical clustering method was employed that greatly improves the ability of certain multivariate control chart techniques at detecting the presence of multivariate outliers. Detecting unusual observations in the multiple regression setting is a far more complicated process however and many techniques have been introduced (see section 2) for this purpose. As in the Fan et al. 1 paper, the use of clustering methodology can improve the ability of a technique to identify unusual data points in the multiple regression setting. The use of clustering to improve the properties of the bounded-influence regression method is demonstrated in this paper.
To illustrate the difficulty at detecting unusual data point, the simple example below gives the comparison of the proposed method to several existing robust procedures when the data has more than one high leverage point or "hip". The data set has 11 observations with observations 1-8 generated from the linear model
where ~( = 0, 2 = 25) , and with the regressor variable generated via ~ [10, 20] .
Observations 9-11 were arbitrary added to reflect a mild influence point and two hips, respectively.
Figure 1.1: The fitted line of the different robust methods
The data are plotted in Figure 1 .1 where the outlier (9) and the two hips (10, 11) are clearly seen.
Regarding the collection of fits also displayed in Figure 1 LS fit (using data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] dramatically misled by the joint influence of these three arbitrary points, resulting in a positive slope estimate when the true underlying slope is negative.
In building a linear regression model, a single unusual observation can dramatically influence ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation. With OLS, a single low leverage outlier can have a dramatic effect on the estimation of the general trend, especially concerning the intercept.
However, a single high influence point, or hip, can have a dramatic effect on any or all parameter estimates. And, as illustrated in the example, the joint influence of several hips can have an even greater deleterious impact on parameter estimates. These coefficients and their standard errors, along with predictions, diagnostics, hypothesis tests, and other numerical measures can each become very misleading without a thorough exploratory data analysis accompanying it.
This research focuses on the study of robust, high breakdown linear regression modeling. As this discipline is extremely computationally intensive, much of the published work in this area has occurred since the early 1980's. Of course, some ideas were proposed much earlier, but generally limited in actual application. In this paper, CBI is introduced as a new regression methodology that obtains competitive, robust, efficient, high breakdown regression parameter estimates. Additionally, this method provides an informative summary regarding possible multiple outlier structure.
Review of Selected Robust Regression Methods
As the basis for linear regression analysis, the statistical model is restricted to be of the form
with the response variable, , being explained as a linear function of the regressor variables, , = 1,2 … , plus a random error component, , for each of the observations, = 1,2 … .
Given the computational nature of the proposed method, clarity in notation becomes quite important and, therefore, this paper offers sufficient detail. The linear model also can be written matrix form as = + , where ~( ,
or elementwise as
There are = + 1 unknown parameters that form the × 1 parameter vector , which is to be estimated by the × 1 vector � . This subsequently yields the estimated fits as � = � . , for the OLS estimator, which may be written as
In robust regression, the function can be selected to either down weight or bound any argument rising from unusual observations. This becomes the basis for M regression (Huber and Ronchetti 2 ) which has the objective function
Where the -function is chosen to be bounded and odd-symmetric, represents an arbitrary point in the p-dimension estimation space, and where � is some appropriately chosen estimate of . The choice for � is generally limited to robust measures of scale. One such estimator that is frequently used is the median absolute deviation (MAD), where
Taking derivatives with respect to leads to solving "altered normal equations",
, where ( ) = ( ) and � is the solution for . These altered normal equations form a system of nonlinear equations that may be solved by a number of popular numerical methods including (1) Newton-Raphson and (2) iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS), the later used in this paper. At convergence, IRLS produces the M regression parameter estimator
where is the × diagonal "weight matrix", with diagonal elements denoted as . Each weight, , determines how much emphasis the regression will place on a particular observation. 
Here, ( ) is chosen so that the effect of a large is reduced if ( , ) is a hip. One choice is to have ( ) = = , representing the sum of the ℎ smallest squared residuals where ℎ is generally taken to be Historically, methods like LTS (and its predecessor LMS) had involved repeated sampling computational methods incorporating probabilistic arguments.
One problem with high breakdown estimators such as LTS is poor efficiency due to large variability associated with estimated coefficients. The remedy for this poor efficiency is to use the LTS estimator, or another high breakdown estimator, as an initial estimator � 0 , with the generalized M estimator form to obtain a one-step generalized M estimator. The S1S estimator is one such estimator and results from solving the "altered" normal equations
A Gauss-Newton approximation using a first-order Taylor series expansion about the initial estimate � 0 yields a one-step improvement of the form
Further computational details regarding S1S are given in Appendix A-2.
None of the above estimators achieve full efficiency at the normal distribution while simultaneously maintaining a breakdown bound close to 50%. Gervini and Yohai 8 proposed an adaptive one-step estimation method that attains full asymptotic efficiency at the normal error distribution while at the same time has a high breakdown bound and small maximum bias. Their method, referred to as the REWLS estimator, is a weighted LS estimator computed from an initial high breakdown estimate � 0 , and a robust scale estimate � 0 such as MAD. However, rather than deleting those observations whose absolute scaled residuals are greater than a given value, the procedure will keep a number of observations, corresponding to the smallest values of the absolute scaled residual =
The has the property that in large samples under normality it will have � → 1 , which means a vanishing fraction of observations will be deleted and full efficiency will be attained (Maronna et al. 11 ).
Computational details regarding the choice of may be found in Appendix A-3.
The REWLS estimator can be obtained as
where is the diagonal matrix with
Proposed method
The proposed regression methodology offers a new philosophical approach to the robust regression arena and consists of two primary phases, the cluster phase and the regression phase.
First, an initial high-breakdown regression estimator is produced via a sophisticated clustering algorithm. Second, refinement of this initial regression estimator is investigated and possibly implemented under a carefully structured use of BI regression. The rationale behind this second phase is to allow for a possible improvement in efficiency, especially when the level of data contamination does not come close to approaching 50%. The proposed method has been named cluster based bounded influence regression, or CBI for short, to reflect the nature of its two phases computation process.
The cluster phase begins with high-breakdown location and scale estimation of the dimensional regressor-response space. A special set of points, referred to as the set of anchor points, is computed that together represent the general trend of the data. Each observation is then characterized by the OLS regression fit that would occur if this individual observation is augmented to the anchor points. High breakdown location and scale estimation of this set of n OLS coefficients provides the foundation for the construction of the similarity matrix (technically, a distance matrix). The desire for a tight, compact sphere of similar coefficients exhibiting a common trend description is the basis for the selection of complete linkage hierarchical clustering (Lawrence 7 ) as the default method and clustering is performed until an initial main cluster of at least [( + + 1) 2 ⁄ ] observations are formed. Two aspects worth mentioning are that (1) the OLS sensitivity to a single point is being exploited to our advantage in evaluating the data, and (2) the anchor points serve to alleviate repeated sampling (as required by other 50% breakdown point estimators such as LTS) and the use of minimal sized elemental subsets that must be in general position (i.e. no singularity issues).
A simple OLS fit to this main cluster is used as the basis for the possible adjustment of the anchor set metric to more directly relate to the general trend. A revised similarity matrix is constructed, with a second cluster analysis yielding a revised, final main cluster and minor clusters. The determination of this cluster classification structure completes the cluster phase.
To begin the regression phase, the initial CBI estimator is simply the OLS estimate of the main cluster observations. A high breakdown scale estimate is then computed. High breakdown BI leverage weights are computed from the regressor-space only. Using only the main cluster, a BI regression updates the initial CBI estimator. To this point, the minor clusters have not been utilized in the computation of the CBI regression estimator and their observations are said to be inactive. The activation process for these remaining observations has two primary stages. First, a , where and is the ℎ eigenvalue and eigenvector of 2 ( ), respectively.
Step 2
Determine the × base regression estimator matrix . The ℎ row of , denoted by the 1 × vector , is defined as the estimator that results from an OLS regression analysis of the set of anchor points supplemented by the addition of the ℎ observation in the dataset. Perform an MVE estimation of , treating each row of as an observation in dimensions.
Step 3 Using 2 ( ) as the distance metric, compute a × similarity matrix whose elements are defined to be
Perform a cluster analysis on the dataset given the similarity matrix and using complete linkage to obtain the tightest cluster of vectors. The initial main cluster, 0 , is defined at the first instance of which a single cluster consists of at least
observations. The remaining observations fall into one of minor clusters that are labeled as 1 , 2 , … , .
Step 4 Compute the OLS estimate � 0 using the data points in 0 . A preliminary estimate of scale, � 0 , is defined to be the MAD of all residuals � � 0 � where
Determine the set of observations, , such that
Step 5 Using the data points in , compute the × 1 mean vector ( ), of the regressor data in ,and × covariance matrix ( ), using standard moments estimators, of the regressor data in , define the × 1 robust regressor distance vector containing the
Step 6 Mimic step 1 to step 3 by replacing the MVE statistics with the weighted mean and covariance estimates for the data to get the new initial main cluster, 0 , and minor clusters 1 , 2 .. .The weight for the ℎ data point is define as
Compute the initial CBI estimator, � 1 , using WLS and subsequently updated the scale estimate � 1 as MAD of all new residuals.
Step 7 Determine the ℎ × 1 BI leverage weight vector, , whose elements are defined as
Perform BI regression using only the main cluster, 0 , to obtain, at convergence of IRLS, the estimate � 2 .
Step 8 Let represent any minor cluster and be the size of , and let ( 0 , ) be the subvector set of that corresponds only to the 0 and observations. Perform the BI regression with these new data points and leverage weight vector ( 0 , ) to obtain the estimate � + at convergence. A + 2 statistic is then computed via
where � ,+ ( � + ) represent fits when using both 0 and observations and � � � 2 � represents fits when using just 0 observations. This statistic is computed for each of the minor clusters.
Step 9
Define the scalar to represent the maximum allowable Step 10 Once the CBI estimate is obtained, the BI based analysis of variance methods of Birch 13 and
Birch and Agard 15 can be used to perform inference on any single parameter or any subset of parameters.
Many theoretical properties of the CBI estimator have been studied and proved by Lawrence 7 .
For example, it has been demonstrated that the CBI regression estimator belongs to the family of high breakdown regression estimators; with a breakdown point approaching 50% as → ∞. It was further showed that the CBI estimator is asymptotically normally distributed. That is,
where the and is defined as
The function ( , ), the weight function is nonnegative, bounded and measurable in ( , ). The CBI regression estimator has also been shown to achieve regression equivariance, scale equivariance and affine equivariance properties (see Rousseeuw and Leroy 12 for definitions of these equivariance properties). These equivariance properties also impact the following Monte Carlo simulation study by the fact that the values defined for the regression coefficients and scale will not impact the final Monte Carlo results; i.e., these values are themselves arbitrary and meaningless. Overall, the theoretical foundation for the CBI methodology strongly supports its inclusion in the class of high breakdown regression estimators.
Reflection on the development of the CBI algorithm yields an interesting and diverse discussion onto itself. Motivation initially stemmed from an interest in how iteration breaks down M and BI estimators and a curiosity about joint influence diagnostics in general. The joint influence aspect itself led to the inclusion of some sort of clustering mechanism to identify these various subgroups of problematic observations. Many forms of the initial similarity matrix construct were considered, including one based on the altered hat matrix. Further, initial strategies were more spatially oriented and were utilizing single-linkage clustering to take advantage of the chaining property that is often considered a detrimental property of the method but could track a regression trend under this alternative use. In fact, such a CBI version was proposed early in its development (Lawrence 7 ). Iteration has both beneficial and detrimental aspects, so the CBI algorithm had to be robust to such negative effects. Earlier versions of CBI allowed for minor clusters to be added sequentially. From the research, it was deemed more prudent to assess them individually, then together, to avoid estimator drift due to iteration as well as to further bolster the robustness versus joint influence of several minor clusters.
Overall, while the technical and computational details of the CBI algorithm have evolved during the development process, the general philosophy and intent have remained steadfast. The goal was to take an efficient low-breakdown point method, BI regression, and improve the breakdown point while not making a huge sacrifice regarding efficiency. A more thorough discussion of the motivation of each step of the CBI algorithm may be found in chapter 5 of Lawrence 7 .
Case Studies and Comparison
Two well-known datasets are used to illustrate and compare the CBI method to several other robust techniques, (1) the Pendleton and Hocking 16 (PH) data, and (2) the Hawkins et al.
17
(HKB) data. The PH dataset has three regressors 1 , 2 , 3 and = 26 observations. The parameters to be estimated are = (20 3 − 2 0). Three low-leverage outliers were artificially created and inserted as observations 11, 17 and 18. One hip was inserted as observation 24.
The CBI cluster phase of the PH data resulted in a main cluster of 19 observations (four more than h =15) and five minor clusters. A summary of the entire CBI regression analysis is provided as Table 3 .1 and Figure 3 .1. It is clear (p-value = 0.331) that 3 is not significant in the presence of 1 and 2 , a correct decision for this case study. The intercept, 1 and 2 are each statistically significant (p-values of 0.038, 0.000and 0.000, respectively) terms, as they should be. According to the CBI weight plot in Figure 3 .1, four observations received zero weight, these being the three outliers and the one hip.
Figure 3.1: Cluster dendrogram and final observation weights of PH dataset
Other competing regression methods are applied to the PH dataset and the corresponding estimates are given by Table 3.2.   24   17   18   11   6  9  20  19  15  14  16  26  7  8  12  3  4  5  23  1  21  22  25  2 The estimated coefficients resulting from the different estimation methods described in Section 1 for the PH data reveal some interesting results, especially as they relate to the CBI algorithm.
First, it is seen that the BI estimator has coefficient estimates very close to the true parameter vector. The CBI estimator began with estimates based on the final main cluster and then improved upon them through the minor cluster activation process. It is interesting to note that the estimated coefficients using the OLS method for the 22 good observations is nearly identical to those obtained by the CBI method. Thus, the CBI estimator is actually closer to the observed trend of the data than is the BI estimator.
We note that the PH data had no troublesome jointly influential observations. Consider next the HBK data which has a cluster of ten hips (as observations 1 through 10) and another cluster of four good high leverage points (observations 11 through 14). Since the true parameters were not reported by Hawkins et al. 17 , the goal in analyzing this dataset was to ascertain the ability of the robust methods to distinguish between the outliers and the non-outliers occurring at the high leverage points.
The CBI method applied to the HBK data resulted in a weight for each observation (Figure 3.2) . A summary of the CBI regression analysis is provided as Table 3 .3. The CBI estimates are close to the trend of the data for both case studies and the weight plots also show that it can correctly identify the outliers and hips for the case studies considered here.
Results from a small Monte Carlo study are presented in the next section to further evaluate the ability if the competing regression methods to detect multiple outliers, especially those occurring at high leverage points.
Monte Carlo Study
In this Monte Carlo study, the simulated dataset utilized the original regressor values of the HBK dataset, but generated a new response vector while maintaining observations 1 through 10 as a high influence cluster. Specifically, the = 75 observations were generated by the linear model
.
With the random errors generated from the following distributions
The results of this Monte Carlo study are provided in Table 4 According to the characteristics of the estimators in Between CBI and S1S, the CBI coefficients had the smaller standard error and were more stable, both in terms of the observed range as well as with respect to the IQR. The REWLS improved the stability of LTS and had smaller standard error for its coefficients. Both OLS and BI exhibited very tight distributions for each of the four coefficients was of little consequence given the extreme bias that was exhibited.
The average observation weights are denoted as � , and the standardized average weight ���� is defined as Considering the result in Table 4 .2, the CBI, on average, was more likely to identify the hips. For example, it gave almost 0 weights on the average to all the hips and weights greater than 0.5 to all the good leverage points. The REWLS, ended with the low weights to all the bad and good leverage points. The BI, on the other hand, mistakenly attributed the weights, provided very high weight for the first ten bad leverage points and 0 weights for the four good leverage points.
Conclusions
The proposed CBI methodology is a comprehensive regression analysis procedure. The goal is to be competitive with methods such as LTS (Ruppert and Carroll 4 ), S1S (Coakley and Hettmansperger 6 ) and REWLS (Gervini and Yohai 8 ) when the data is highly contaminated but also be able to compete with the efficient M and BI regression methods (Huber and Ronchetti 2 )
when the data has few or no problematic observations. Specifically, the first case study shows that the CBI outperformed the other high breakdown procedures under the low contamination situation. The Monte Carlo study, on the other hand, shows that the CBI is one of the two procedures (S1S and CBI) that provide unbiased regression coefficients. Between the unbiased procedures, the CBI has the smaller standard errors of the regression coefficients and has more stable of the coefficient estimates.
Further, that the user can rely on the CBI method to perform well across the spectrum of data contamination levels is an advantage, especially when the user may not be aware of the finer details of robust regression. Additionally, the CBI methodology provides valuable insight into the data structure, identifying multiple outliers or subgroups of similar observations. With a dendrogram illustrating the cluster history, a minor cluster activation summary and a final CBI regression estimator, scale estimate and observation weights, a CBI regression analysis provides an extensive amount of information in a compact tabular and graphical summary form.
All numerical results in this work were programmed using R and the programs are available from the authors upon request. The CBI algorithm is surprisingly fast. For example, the CBI algorithm for the case study required a few seconds using a moderately equipped PC.
